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� 2. Onboarding 

First impressions have a big impact on platonic and romantic relationships, and the 

same logic applies to professional relationships. After hiring a new employee, the 

process of onboarding can make or break the experience during the first few weeks 

(or even months) at a new job. 

To help prepare new hires to get settled as quickly as possible and to become 

productive, it's important to design an effective onboarding experience by 

conducting appropriate/sufficient/relevant job training, while settling administrative 

tasks like ID tags and tax information. 

The quicker your new employees are onboarded, the sooner they'll get up to speed. 

The sooner they get up to speed, the better it is for your company's performance as 

a whole. 

However, there are certain challenges to this - particularly in the digital age with 

remote and hybrid workplaces becoming more commonplace. Digital onboardings 

can be an effective solution, helping to reduce paperwork, connect new hires from 

remote locations, and help new hires get familiar with the company and other 

need-to-know information prior to their first working days. 

Click here to find out how you can view and create a virtual onboarding 

experience for new employees with the HR super app, altHR. 
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� 3. Development

Once fully settled in, the aim is to empower your employees to grow within - and 

beyond - their roles. You'll need to measure and appraise their performance and 

productivity, as well as their overall abilities and talents. 

It's important to open a clear and transparent dialogue between leaders and team 

members, where employees should be encouraged to voice out concerns, goals, or 

other work-oriented matters in a safe place. Consider reducing the time in between 

performance reviews, so that any potential roadblocks can be addressed, and so 

that you have a clearer idea of the development of your team members. 

Click here to find out about how altHR can seamlessly help to track and monitor the 

performance of your employees, with admins able to custom appraisal cycles, set 

eligibility criteria, create rating settings, and even create review questions to be 

answered by employees of the company. 

� 4. Retention

With a recent survey by Ranstad showing that 3 in 10 employees in Malaysia plan to 

change jobs by June 2022, the importance of employee retention cannot be 

overstated. From a financial point of view, the cost of replacing an employee is very, 

very high - estimated at around 33% of a new hire's annual salary in training costs, 

hiring costs, and even lost productivity. 

This is an approximated figure that can grow depending on factors such as the 

employee's seniority, skill level, and remuneration. However, what is clear is that 

employee retention is a key area for HR, and should be kept in mind when designing 

a great employee experience. 

To combat this, here are a couple of tips: 

• Design and understand the company's purpose & values

• Build an inclusive culture

• Adopt a data-driven approach to employee outgoings/incomings

• Offer the right resources for your employee to grow
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